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Who responded? 

I am a… Number 
N=58 

Percent 

Teacher 34 58.6% 

Administrator 10 17.2% 

Other 11 19.0% 

No response 3 5.2% 

Total 58 100.0% 

 

How strongly did participants agree/strongly agree with the following statements? 

Question 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
No 
Opinion 

Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 

Total 

I can put what I learned 
to immediate use 0 0 2 30 26 58 

The showcase session 
was relevant and 
useful 

0 0 0 28 30 58 

My board team had 
enough time to 
collaborate 

0 0 0 25 33 58 

Overall the symposium 
met my expectations 0 1 1 27 29 58 

 

Comments from evaluation forms: 

All templates and forms - phone friendly (google forms/etc). We volunteer to do this - passport - Use 
Flippity for Hands on Groups 

Just having one space readily available for access to all resources 

Really appreciate this opportunity. Thank you! 

Extension of project into next year 

Would like to see project topics and leads on the MISA website and contact information to facilitate 
collaboration across boards and projects (and learning) 

It was tremendous! Thank you! 

Very well planned out 

I enjoyed being able to walk around and look at other inquiries 
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Make this a google form. Make handouts electronic 

Thank you for this amazing collaborative learning opportunity. Excellent professional development. 

I really enjoyed the Lego Serious Play experience 

Finding a way to share the work of different boards through a shared google folder or site would be 
great! Super symposium! Thank you, less paper 

Theresa is very helpful and engaging. 

The Lego Serious Play was great, the activities were practical and allowed time for board teams as 
well as cross-Board learning 

It would be great to have more board level people here to see what we have done 

The discussion and work time at the end is really important but it seems to drag a bit, I'm not sure 
how to bring the day to a stronger close, but we should consider it. The cross board collaboration 
was a nice amount of time and the conversation was rich. The passport and sharing time was 
excellent. The sharing of the projects digitally has already begun. We should look at building or 
capacity to share through the website. 

I am interested in determining how to transfer much of the knowledge learned, with my school 
staff, maybe common document bit.ley drive. Must use Google for all forms/paperwork etc. 

It would be beneficial to get to know the other school teams and their projects earlier. Thank you 
for a GREAT experience. 

Having an itinerary ahead of time. Not sure the 1st day was that useful in its purpose but 2nd day 
was great. Details on how the CI was to be show cased would have been helpful we thought it was 
just two slides 

I did not have clear expectations… but it was great. Please provide more information about 
expectations in advance of the symposium. AWESOME day. Thanks. 

It gave us a platform to inform others about a program (alternates) that cannot use regular data 
sources to inform instructional practices and school learning plans 

promoted idea sharing the challenge is that the scale was very limited at board level 

Theresa is a fantastic presenter. This session was far superior and valuable compared to the 
February Ottawa session. 

The opportunity to discuss how we want to move this project forward was invaluable! 

Good facilities - appreciated that everything was under one roof and staff throughout (staff of the 
hotel) were attentive 

We love LEGO! Theresa is fantastic 

Loved the time to plan with my team AFTER learning from the showcase session with this added 
perspective 

Amazing balance between board sharing and time for our team to reflect on our journey and plan 
for next steps 

More Lego Serious Play to map out projects in order to determine successes and where to go next 
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All of the paper - perhaps using google forms - e.g. passport - then you could use this data and less 
paper 

The reflective questions this afternoon were really helpful for discussion and reflection  

Why do you use so much paper? 

put all the forms and surveys online 

time to plan more specifically with team - please make everything available electronically instead of 
filling out paper copies 

 


